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In this paper, a realization of the q-deformed boson operators on the Fock space from a 
generally algebraic point of view is given. The representations of the quantum group (C,, )4 are 
thereby constructed in terms of this realization. Some infinite- and finite-dimensional 
representations of the q-analog of the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra are obtained on certain 
quotient spaces. Finally, the q-deformed differential realization of quantum group given by 
Alvarez-Gaume, Gomez, and Sierra (Preprint CERN-Th 5369/89) is derived from the boson 
realization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there is much interest in the Yang-Baxter 
equation(YBE),‘V2 which plays a crucial role in exactly 
solvable models in statistical mechanics and integrable mod- 
els in low-dimensional field theories. Drinfeld” and Jimbok6 
showed that a q-deformation U(L), of the universal enve- 
loping algebra U(L) of a simple Lie algebra L has a Hopf 
algebraic structure and there is a solution of the YBE to each 
representation of U(L),. Now, the associative algebra 
U(L), is loosely called quantum group (QG). Thus it is 
significant to develop the representation theory of QG. 

The q-deformed boson realization (also called q-analog 
of Swhinger-Jordan mapping) for QG has independently 
been achieved by different authors,7-9 which simplifies the 
manipulations constructing representations of QG. How- 
ever, this realization is not carried out on the true physics 
space, the Fock space, but on a q-deformation of the usual 
Fock space constructed with the q-deformed boson opera- 
tors. 

In this paper, by analyzing the properties of the boson 
algebra, the q-deformed boson operators used in Refs. 7-9 
are realized on the Fock space, i.e., these operators are ex- 
pressed in terms of the usual creation operators and annihil- 
ation operators of boson states. The representations of QG 
are then obtained on the Fock space with (C, )4 as an exam- 
ple. From the algebraic point of view, we also obtain infinite- 
dimensional indecomposable representations and finite-di- 
mensional representations of a q-analog of the Heisenberg- 
Weyl (HW) algebra, which is a subalgebra of the boson alge- 
bra and also called q-HW algebra. We also show that the q- 
deformed differential realization of QG given by Alvarez- 
Gaume et al. lo can be derived by the boson realization of this 
paper. The works in this paper can be regarded as continu- 
ation of the previous works.“-‘5 

II. REFORMULATION OF SOME WELL-ESTABLISHED 
FACTS AND GENERALIZATION 

The one-state HW algebra H, is a Lie algebra spanned 
by the operators b + , 6, and e that satisfy the commutation 
relations 

[ b,b + ] = e, [e,b ‘1 =0= [e,b]. (1) 

According to the PBW theorem, the basis for the universal 
enveloping algebra U( H, ) of H, can be chosen as 

u(m,n,r) = b + “*b n.er, m,n,&V = {O 1 2 7 , 9.a. }. 

With respect to the left ideal L, generated by the element e-l 
the quotient algebra is U(H, )/L, =R(H, ): 

u(m,n) = u(m,n,O)Mod L, m,ng’Pd. 

Then, we can identify operator e with real number 1 on 
R (H, ) as a linear space. Here, Q (H, ) also has a quotient 
space F, (R) = fi(H, )/L,: 

u(m) = u(m,O)Mod L,, m&V, 

corresponding to a left ideal L, generated by the element 
b - il (/ZE of the field G of a complex number). 

As associative algebras, a( H, ), U(H, ), and F, (R) are 
naturally linear spaces. As operators, the elements of fi (H, ) 
and U(H, ) act on these spaces in a natural way: 

p(x)-ii = x*E, XEU(H, ) 

or 

fi(H, 1; VkUW),fiZ(H, 13, (A). 
Using the associative mutiplication and ( 1 ), we have 

b-u(O) =/zu(O), b + *b.u(n) = n-u(n), 

b +*u(n) = u(n + I), b-u(n) = n*u(n - l), (2) 

The vectors u(n) (n&J) for il = 0 are denoted by v(n) and 
then b.v(O) = 0. Thus u(n) is just an unnormalized basis for 
the Fock space 

F, = F, (/z = O):{ln) = v(n)lnG$}, 

with a vacuum state u(O) = IO). In this Fock space, 
12 ) = u(O) is a coherent state satisfying b I;1 ) = /z (R ), and 
b + and b are, respectively, called creation operator and 
annihilation operator. The associative algebra n (H, ) is an 
operator algebra on the Fock space F, with the definition of 
action (2). The above-mentioned facts can be seen in Ref. 
16. 

The boson algebra B, is an associative algebra generated 
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by b,b +, and N. Here, N is an abstract number operator on 
fi (H, ) satisfying 

[N,b+]=b+, [N,b]= -6. (3) 
In general, N is not necessarily b + -6. Considering a corre- 
spondence between the basis of B, , 

f(m,n,r) = b + “*b”*N’, m,n,rrEN 
and the element 

m+rn+r 
b +“-b”.(b ++b)‘= c 2 C,,*b +“*b’&(H,), 

k=l I=’ 

(4) 
of O(H, ), we can observe that B, is an isomorphism of a 
subalgebra {b +m.b”.(b + *b)‘jm,n,tMJ} of St(H, ). Here, 
the coefficients C,, are determined by the basic commuta- 
tion relations ( 1). 

Corresponding to b and b +, respectively, the q-de- 
formed boson operators are denoted by a and a + and satisfy 

[fV,a] = -a,[fV,a+] =a+, 
a-a+ -q-‘-a+ *a =qN= Q, q&Z. (5) 

The operators a,a + , and N generate an associative algebra 
B, (q), which is a q-analog of the boson algebra and called q- 
boson algebra. This algebra has been used to obtain the rep- 
resentations of the quantum groups SU( 2)4 = U(su(2)), 
and SU (N) 9 = Lf(su( N)), on the q-deformed Fock spaces.’ 
As an example of these spaces, a one-state q-deformed Fock 
space is defined by 

3, (q):{a + “[6)/a[6) = 0). 

It is useful to note that the abstract number operator Nis not 
a + *a even in isomorphic significance. As follows we will 
give a and a + a boson realization, that is to say, we will 
express a and a + in terms of the usual boson operators b and 
b+. 

III. REALIZATION OF B,(q) ON THE FOCK SPACE F, 
It can be directly proved that there exists such a pair of 

operators a and a + on the Fock space F, that 

a+ In) = In + l), aln) = [nl In - I>, (6) 

wherethedefinition If] = (d-- qpf)/(q -4-l) holdsfor 
any complex numberfor operatorj In fact, in terms of the 
vacuum projective operator 

lO)(O[ = :e-' +'b: = (- ljk 
kzo (-& +‘.bk, (7) 

the q-deformed boson operators a + and a are expressed as 

a= 2 [nltn - l>(nl 
f i=O n. I 

and the number operator N is expressed as N = b f *b. 
Through (6)) it is easy to check that the operators a and a + 
given by (8) satisfy the basic relations (5). Therefore, (8) 
gives a boson realization of the q-analog of the boson algebra 
3,. 

For the applications in the following discussion, we give 
some useful relations: 

a*a +m- -q-“‘+a+“*a+ [m]*a+“-‘*Q, (94 

Q*a’ = q*a + *Q, Q*a = q- ‘*a-Q, (9bf 

Q-a +mzqWa+m.Q, Q.am=q-m.a%Q, (9c) 
a+ .Qm=q-‘.Qm.a+, a.Q’==q”‘.Q”‘.a, 19d) 

from (5) by induction. It should be pointed out that the 
above relations also hold for the abstract operators a,a ‘, 
and Q, which do not need to be on the Fock space and only 
need to satisfy ( 5). 

From ( 5) and (9b), we observe that the operators a,a + , 
and Q = qN generate a subalgebra N, (q) of the associative 
algebra 3, (4). As q -+ 1, the generating relations 

a*a+ -q-‘-a f*a=Q, Q*a+ =q.a+*Q, 

Q-a = q- ‘*a.Q, (10) 
of H, (q) become the commutation relations of the Lie alge- 
bra H, on the quotient space 0 (H, ) , where e = 1. There- 
fore, H, (q) is a q-analog of the associative algebra R(H, ) 
and we call it the q-HW algebra. 

The above discussion can naturally be extended to the 
case of the n-state WW algebra H,, :{bi,b i+ ,eji = 1,2,...,n>. 
Correspondingly, we have an a-state boson algebra B, with 
number operators N, (i = 1,2,...,n), its q-analog B, (q), and 
the subalgebra H,i (q) with Qi = qN*. 

IV. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE q-HW ALGEBRA 

We consider the representation of the associative alge- 
bra N, (q) on itself defined by 

p(s) ‘X 

i 

for any gdi, (q) as an associative algebra, 
= g-x 

for any xdi, (q) as a linear space. 
The above defined representation is called left regular repre- 
sentation. On the basis 

X(m,k,r) = a + m*ah*Q ‘, m,k,r&i 
for H, (q), the explicit expression of the representation is 

p(a + Mm,kr) = X(m + Lb-), 

p(a)X(m,k,r) = q-“X(m,k + 1,r) 

+ s-k[mlX(m - l,kr+ 11, (111 

p(Q)X(m,k,r) = q”-“X(m,k,r-j- 1). 
Like the master representation of the Lie algebra, the repre- 
sentation ( 11) is indecomposable in the label r as well as 
label k. This follows from the fact that the values of k and r 
do not decrease under action of this representation, For giv- 
en M and REN the subspace V( M,R ) : 

{X(m,M + k,R + r) (m,k,rdV) 
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transforms invariantly under the action ofp, but its comple- 
ment space V( M,R ) : 

{X(m,k,r)Im~N, k=0,1,2 ,..., M- l,r=0,1,2 ,..., r- 1) 

is not invariant under this action. Thus ( 11) gives an infi- 
nite-dimensional indecomposable representation of H, (q) 
and subduces some new indecomposable representations on 
certain invariant subspaces V(M,R). 

On the quotient space I’, = H, (q)/I,:{X( m,r) 
= X( m,O,r) ModeI,} with respect to the left ideal 1, genera- 

ted by a - ,u @EC), the representation ( 10) induces a new 
representation 

p(a + )X(m,r) = X(m + l,r), 

p(aMm,r) =p*q’-“X(v) + [mlX(m - l,r+ l), 
(12) 

p(Q,X(m,r) = q’“X(m,r+ 1). 

Corresponding to an invariant subspace S,: 
{X(,n,r)lm + r> a given MEN}, the quotient space 
Q,, = V, /S,W:{ W( m,r) = X( m,r)Mod*S,} is a finite-di- 
mensional space with the dimension 

dim*Q,W = ;(M+ l)(M+ 2). (13) 
On the space Q,W, the representation (12) induces a finite- 
dimensional representation 

Wm + 1~9, 
p(a) W0-w) = o I, 

for m+r<M, 
for m + r = M; 

p(Q)Ww) = I 
q’“W(m,r+ 1), for m + r<M, 
o 

, for m+r=M, 

p(a) W(m,r) =pq-‘“W(m,r) + [m] W(m - l,r+ 1). 
(14) 

For example, on the space Q, :{ W(O,O), W( l,O), W(O,l)}, 
(14) gives a three-dimensional representation, 

p(~+) =(; ; I). p(Q) =t i i), 

p(a) =t pqy-’ i). (15) 

It is easy to check that the representations ( 1 1), ( 12), ( 14), 
and ( 15) indeed satisfy the generating relation ( 10). 

V. BOSON REALIZATION OF THE QUANTUM GROUP 
(C,), IN THE FOCK SPACE 

The quantum group U(L), is an associative algebra 
generated by the elements hi, e,, andJ; (i = 1,2,...,s) that 
satisfy the q-deformed commutation relations”*“+” 

[kh,] =Q [be,] =qe,, 

[hf;] = -a,$j, 

[e,f;] = 6, [h lg,, 
(16) 

and the Serre relations 
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o,k&a ( - 1,q * ;a”]q,*G; -,~--.Gj.GiLO, 
k ‘I 

G =.fh 
(17) 

where aij is the matrix element of the Cartan matrix 
a = (a,, ) corresponding to a classical Lie algebra L and we 
havedehned 

m [ I. n 4 = [ml!,,C[m - nl!q,[nl!q,IP’ 

[ml!, = [ml,[m - 11 ,;~~[21J11q,~ 
VI, = Cd- qTii(qi - q,- ‘1 (18) 

q, =qdi, d,a,, =djaj,, d,ECk 1,*2,...). 
The boson realization of a quantum group is an isomor- 

phic mapping B of U( L ) 9 to the operator algebra 0 (H, ) on 
the Fock space F,,. Now, we consider the case associated 
with Lie algebra C, . Since the Cartan matrix a( C, ) of C, is 
related to the Cartan matrix a(A, _, ) of the Lie algebra 
A n-l in the following way:lX 

/a(A,,-,I 0 

a(C, 1 = 

a(A,,-, 1 = 

we can generalize the q-deformed boson realization of 
(A,, _ , )9 (Ref. 9) to obtain the boson realization of (C,, )9 : 

d,=B(e,)=b,+a;+,, ~=B~)=b,++,aj, 

ii = B(h,) = b,+b, - bi++,bi+, (i= 1,2 ,..., n - 1) 

P,, =B(e,,) = (q+q-‘)-‘b,C2, 

j-= BuH) = - (q+q-‘) -‘a;, (19) 
A, = B( h, ) = b ,’ b, - 4, 

where a, is defined as 
% 

Ui=k.,To( - l)“[m],(k!m!)--‘bi+m+~- ‘by+l‘, 

(20) 
i = 1,2 ,..., n. 

It is easy to check that the commutation relations (16) 
are satisfied by this realization ( 19). Using (5) and (8), we 
calculate 

@Gj t, - (9f4-‘)~j~,~,~j+~,t,~:=o 
o’= 1,2 ,..., n - 1), (21) 

m$o ( - 11-[~]~2:-$~G~~, =o, G= e& (22) 
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that is to say, the Serre relations are also satisfied by this 
realization. However, as Biedenharn pointed out in his own 
case of SU( 2),’ this realization only holds on the Fock 
space, but does not hold on other spaces such as fi (H,, ) and 
U(H, 1. 

From this realization, we easily obtain an infinite-di- 
mensional representation of (C,, )q on the Fock space F,, as 

r(hj)lki) = (ki -k;+ 1 )Ik,)> 

r(ej)tk,)= [kj+t]Ikt-S,d+t +a,), 
r@)Ik,)= [k,]lk, +&,., -St,>, j= l,Z...,n- 1; 

I’(e,,)lk,) = (q+q-‘I-‘lk, +ZS,,l, 

rti,)Ik,)= - (q+q-‘I-‘[k,][k,, - l]lk, -ZS,,,), 
(23) 

r(k,)lk,) = (4, - Qlk,); 
lki) =b ,+k’b;k?.-.b,:h’llO), 

k, ,k, ,..., k,dV. 

Because the sum K = Sy= , ki is changed by two or zero un- 
der the action of l?, namely, ( - 1)” is invariant under this 
action, the representation r is reducible and corresponding- 
ly the representation space F, is decomposed into a direct 
sum of two invariant subspaces 

F,+ :#,)I i ki = 2p,p~~} 
i= I 

and 

F,,- :{lk,)l i k, = 2p + l,@Y). 
i= I 

On a space F: or F; , I? subduces an irreducible represen- 
tation r + or r -, i.e., r = r + 63 r -. 

It should be pointed out that each representation ob- 
tained here is only a symmetrized one and we will need to use 
q-analogs of multiboson operators” to obtain other type 
representations according to Biedernharn.* 

VI. FROM THE BOSON REALIZATION TO THE 
Q-ANALOG OF DIFFERENTIAL REALIZATION 

There obviously exists the l-l correspondences 

b +UZ, b- $ ,Im)-z”‘, 

between the Fock space F, :{lm) = b +‘“lO)} and the Barg- 
menn space 3, (fc z) If(z) is a holomorphic function of one 
variable z on the complex plane C} with the basis z” (n&J). 
We define a q-analog D, of usual differential operator J/z as 
the correspondence of b by 

DI.zm= [m]*P-‘. (24) 
Then, we have 

D*(z-/l)m=((qz-/l)“- (q-‘Z-R)M)/ 

((q-q-‘)4 (25) 

and then 

Df(z) = mgJ~)Dz(z--l)m 

J-(P) -I%? - ‘2) 
(q-q-‘12 ’ (26) 

where 

f’““(A) = (g)f@~ji=i. 
In fact, the operator D, is an integration operator on 3, 

with the integration kernal 

*.z-(g,z) =((f-q2)(~-q-‘z))-‘, (27) 
I.e., 

i?,,f(z) = (&) f+-GGWd~~ (28) 

where c is a close curve around the points qz and q - ‘z on the 
complex plane C. As q- 1 ,D, -t d /dz. The q-analog operator 
D, of c3/dz, which is derived in terms of boson realization 
here, has been given by Alvarez-Gaume et al. in Ref. 10. 
They applied it to construct the representations of SU(2), 
as follows: 

J, = z,D& = zpqt 

J3 = ; ( 
a Z’ _ -z* -$ 

& 
, 

2 > 

l,m) = (fj+ m]!u- ml!) -“22,i+mz21-m, 

J+ p,m}= (liFrn]U+rn+ ll)-“‘b,m), (29) 
J3 jj,m) = m/Am), 
j=O,$,l,$2...; m=jj-- lj-2 ,..., -j for a given j. 

Thus the discussion in this section links up the boson 
realization and the differential realization for the quantum 
group. 
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